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Minorities Division

THE PITTSBURGH COURIER AND BLACK WORKERS IN 1942

By PAT WASHBURN

ABSTRACT

During World War II.,'black workers in the United States made

significant gains, which were trumpeted by black newspapers. The leader

In the drive for black rights was the Pittsbur h Courier, the country's'-

largest black newspaper. In early 1942, it began its famous Double V

campaign, which stressed the rigkt of blacks to have equality in the U.S.

when they were fighting inequality abroad. Thus, the war must bring

victory abroad and victory at home.

In a study of the Double V, I found ehat the campaign virtually

was dead in the Courier by the end of the year. Most of the substantial

gains by black workers during the war, however, did not occur until 1943

and 1944. That results in the question of why the Courier dropped its

campaign before it accomplished its objective.

This paper examines the newspaper's coveraw; of black workers in

1942, what trends were present in the material and whether these trends

corresponded with the shift in emphasis in the Double V. The paper shows

that there was ddefinite change in the articles about black woTkers. In
4

the'firot half of the year, the federal government and the military were

criticized heavily, but the state and municipal Avernment and private

businesses became the target of criticism in the latter part of 1942.

This allayed FBI fears that the .Courier was 'possibly seditious; it left--

no doubt that the black publisher of the newspaper was supporting the

winning side as the U.S.'s war fortunes changed; and it showed the paper's

appreciation for the efforts of the Fair Emploryht Practice'Committee to

break down discrimination. Furthermore, it was an attempt to improve

black morale.
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n its final issue of: 1942, the Pittsburah_Couriey, the country

largest black newspaper with a national circulation of over 200,000,

noted in an editorial that "there is still much discrimination against

Negroes in industry, despite the protests of colored people and the

hearings of the Pair Employment Practices Committee. As the need for

more and more skilled labor grows--with the increasing tempo of the waF--

'the barriers that remain w(11 be lowered and may soon disappear. u1
The'

Courier's look into the future was only partially correct. Few barriers

confronting black workers disappeared entively during World War II, but

blacks did make significantemployment,gains. Robert.C. Weaver, who

rose to become head of the black/labor division of the War Manpower

Commission (WMC) during the war, noted in 1946 that blacks experienced

more occupational improvements between 1940 and 1944 than in the previous
A

75 yearn.
2

These gaina of black workers--as well as the numerous instances of

lob discriminationwere trumpeted by black newspapers throughout the War.

Although only one of the 155 black papers was published,daily (the Atlanta

Dai)y World), they were a powerful influence on the count ry's almost 11

,million blacks. Their combidsed weekly circulation rose from 1,276,000 in

1940, when ovorOne-third of the nation's black families took a black

newspaper, to 11809,000 tn 1945. Researchers have eatimated that between

113 mtllion and 6 million blacks read the newspapers each week with largo

Northern black papers, such an the Couriey, being read the most frequently. 3

The Courier was the leader in the drive for black rights by the

press since it initiated and spearheaded the war's most famous black

newspaper campaign: the Double V. Begun in February 1962 , the campaign'
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stressed that blacks should have the name rights as whites in AM:111CA LC

they wera.-going to rink their lives orseas fighting totalitarian forces.

Thus, the wor had to result in both victory abroad and victory at home.

The Courier was seeking non-discrimination and equal pay for black

civilian workers and an opening up of the armed services to blacks. When

the war began, black men could not join the marines or coast guard; there

were no black air corps pilots; the navy would accept them only an menoboyn;

and the army confined them to four unitn. Openings in the latter neldom

occurred. Such dincrimintition angered blacka; aince thd virtually could

not participate in the country's defenne; they felt like necond-clann

citizenn. The Courier conntantiv remainded readern that itn Double V

campaign wan at the forefront of a ntruggle for ntatuo.
4

In a recent ntudy of the Couriey, I found that Ahe Double V

campaign peaked in April and May of 1942 and wan almost dead by the end

of the Year; although the campaign'n themeo, neldom referred to an the

Double V; lingered on in the paper throughout the war. Frank E. Bolden;

who wrote nome of the Double V articloo and in the only nurviving newa

columnint ordn.6wri editor from the Couri(7)r'n 1942 ntaff; attributed the

decline in emphania on the Double V in 1942 to black employment gainn.

Among the moot noteworthy were: Black men were accepted for the marinen

and coant guard and they became air corpo pilotn; their ntatun wan

' upgraded in the army and navy and by November they were fighting in t.he

South Pacific and North Africa; black wompn were acCepted for the Women's

Army Auxiliary Corps (WAAC) ; and both black men and women got more and

better jobs in defense plants, not only because of government pressure on

, empl(wers but because of a military drain on available white workers.

"These gains showed good fairh intenrions by the government and other

1
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people (those who owned war plants), and we (the Courier's staff) felt

we should follow suit," said Bolden.
5

,Most of the gains by black workers during the war, however,

eccurred in 1943 and 1944, according to a Fair Employment Practice
--

Committee (PEPC) report in May 1943 on non-white workers (blacks made

up 96 percent of this group). The Committee noted that less than 3

percent of the workers in firm reporting to the War Manpower Commission

in early 1942 were non-white comparvd to 0.1 percent by November 1944.

Industries in which largo numbers of non-whites at least doubl('d between

September 1942 and November 1944 included; manufacturing, 416,900 to

81),700 (100 percent increase); shipbuilding, 62:600 to 177,500 (104

percent); government, 24,100 to 111,000 (444 percent); aircraft

production, 30,000 to 109,900 (10) percent); ordnance and accessories,

41,200 to 102,200 (143 percent); and food and kindred producta, 25,600

to 5,700 (110 percent).
6

Historian Neil Wynn notes that an equally

important statistic wan a deli-Fenno in the number of unemployed blacks

7
from b40,000 in 1942 to 151,000 in 1944.

The OAWC pattern wan evident in the navy. Blacks in that branch

oi thv armvd oervicen lnureaned from 5,026 in mid-1942 to 165,000 in

September 1945. Black gains in tho army were not an Smprvenive bocanne

that branch already had 99,206 blacks at the end of 1941. In a year, the

number had grOwn to 399,454 and there were 694,010 on Juno 10, 1945.
9

Therefore, the Couriee's Double V campaign, which prtuiartly

emphaniavd oqual rtnhtn for black workern, wan virtually dead before

blauko began maktn2 nubatantial lob-related natnn in World War II.

That renulto in neveral quentlonn:

Althounh thv Doulitv V appeared frequently in the Couriyr in 1942
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(I found in my stud, that a, much.as 13 percent of,the availably editorial

apace was allotted to articles, photographs and drawings that mentioned

it), there was far more non-Double V material on workers. Ubat were the

major trends in all worker-related stories in thp Courier 1942, and

why did they occur?

Did some of the trends correspond with thy shift in emphasis fn

the Double V?

Do the trends suggest a need to revise Bolden's explanation for

why the Double V ended? If so, what is a more plausible explanation?

To answer these questions, I read all worker-related material

in each of the 52 issues of the Courier tn 1942.

The Pittsburgh Courier was not the first black paper to try to

help black workers in a time of burgeoning jobs. During the 1910a and

1920s, whom blacks streamed north in the groat migration, black papers

such as the New ,York News., New York Age and Chicago pefender assisted

workers by eastng relocation problems. The Defender particularly

became famous for not only printing letters describing the North'r;

advantages, but for running job advertisements, giving train schedules

and.ticket prices, and writir articles on where black migrants could

find housing and on how they should act tn an urban situation. One

historian summed up the Defender's aid to nap-ants by saving the paper

"provided a very good substitute for the knowledge which comes through

travel. n1.0

more

In 1942, the Courier did two of the same things as the Defender

than 20 years before--it ran numerous stories about lob openings

and it advised workers how to act and dross on the lob. In noting a

7
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wide variety of employment opportunities fcI both men and women, the

Courier did not confine itself to the Pittsburgh area. News stories

pointed out defense plarit openings for women in Omah5, Nebraska; doctors'

positions at the army's Ft. Ruachuca in Arizona; shipbuilding jobs in

New Orleans, Louisiana; nursing employment in New York City; and .

harvesting positions in Florida.
11

In fact, there were se many job

openings in some fields--particularly for stenographers in Washington--

that it was impossible to fill them with blacks or whites. The Courier

noted that this embarrassed black leaders who had been complaining about

a lack of jobs for blacks. Whether it also embarrasoed any white leaders,

particularly Southern Congressmen who attempted to fill all but the most

menial Washington job openings with whites, was not noted.
12

A controversy resulted over.one of the job openings. In May,

the Courier announced that Sun Shipbuilding Co. in Chester, Pennsylvania,

was going to build a separate plant that would hire only blacks (between

5,000 and 6,000). The paper emphasized that thio would end black

unemployment in Chester and would provide some jobs for blacks who lived

in nearby Philadelphia.
13

In a subsequent iooue in June, the Courier

devoted almost a full page to the project, even including nine

photographo, and the number of workers, who would have an annual p.ayroll

of $21 million, was increased to 9,000. 14
The paper also noted that

69-year-old Emmett J. Scott. a Courier columnist and one of the country's

moot well-known blacks, would be the.yard's personnel direetor. 15

The National Asoociatio for the Advancement of Colored People

(NAACP), black government officials and the top educatoro at Tuskegee

Institute attacked not only Sun's obvious segregation plan but the

Courier for supporting it. The paper noted that plose groups called



Sun'o plan a step backward, despite the largo number of blacks who wOuld

be hired, because it would make it cantor to fite the blackti:at the end

of the war by closing down'the plant than if blacks worked in on integrated.

yard.
16

On the Courier, only influential columnist George S. SehnO.Or

criticized the aegregated yard, and he indirectly attacked the Contiet

when he claimed that "even the moot ntupid Aframerican can see the

dinadvantagen" of ouch a plan. "It munt never be forgettenerliat. negregation

in only a palliative, not a nolution," wrote Schuyler. "It invariably

worneno race relation() and makes the nubordinailon of Negroon to white

whimn and prejudicen more permanent. "17 The Courier alno printed a

letter from a reader who wondered if the paper was playing up the Sun

ISotory junt to increane etrculatlon. The Courier never backed down,

however, from ito nupport of the Sun yard. In an Auguat article, the

paper argued:

Whenever a Negro or a group of NegToes can go into a project
. . . gain adminiotrative and executive experience, learn the art of
nhipbuilding and manufacturing on a large mann production ocale, it
ohould be welcomed by ALL group's.. . . . It meann that we are moving
a little,further up the ladder of praCtical experience in buninena
training and are making nome financtal gaino, too.

Regardleon of what la nal.d to the contrary, we will only nucceed
by letting Chia white world KNOW that we have the abflity,,the
training and the experience._ The Sun project in a magnificent
laboratory, if nothing more to get that.training, experience and
financial compenation. IQ

The Courier wan equally forceful in advining black workern in

a fatherly manner on how to act and drenn on the job', and one word--

"opportunity"--appeared frequently. "Opportunity in knocking at, our

door," wrote Joneph D. albb, another of the paper'n nationally-known'

colamnintn, in January. Ho said that if blacks worked "ntudiounly and

angiduounly" they would get "permanent footholds" in now and better

tvilvo ot
20
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But even Bibb admitted that it was simplistic to believe that
00vt

mere hard work alone would get blacks ahead. Throughout the war, the

Courier cautioned workers that they also must avoid being belligerent,

rude, careless and bumptious. Equally harmful was uncleanliness.

We want no more grimy, filthy defense workers of our race riding
on public conveyances and parading around in stifling, smelly work
apparel. We want them to wash up and clean up after the day's work
is done. . . . If we desire to break down racial antagonisms and
override prejudices, we must do our best in removing as many
barriers as possible.

During the World War I many of us were reluctantly assigned to
'work in high explosive plants, mostly with TNT. We came out of
the yards looking like men from Mars. Our shoes were coaCed with
green pówders, our eyelids were dusted with queer powders, our
skins were coated with all the colors of the rainbow, and our
finger nails had turned yellaw, but notwithstanding, we only
marched off of our jobs and crowded onto the street-cars ao
passengers shrunk away from us with disdain and disgust.

Many pleas were made for Jim Crow cars',,but we loudly guffawed
and boiaterously went our merry way. Prejudice mounted against us
in northern cities, and after the war, when the war-time industries
closed down, many northerners sought to find plans to have ua
removed to the soyth again. . . . We want no repetition of this. 21/

In stressing actions and cleanliness, the Courier notedthat

blacks must not think of themselves alone--it was the progreoo of all

blacks that mattered. If one black worker made a poor impresoion, it

could result in other blacks not getting jobs. Columniot Edgar T.

Rouzeau said thia was being "a traitor to the racial cause. u22

The Courier conatantly atreoaed, however, that good manners were

1

meaningleao if blac

\
were denied jobs or were giyen only menial poaitiona

c
with little or no chance for advancement. Theee was no question that'

ouch discrimination wao nationwide as the Courier noted hundredo of

inotances in 1942: only one black profesaor on the facultieo of the

New York City collegea; no blacks except janitoro at a Caterpillar

plant in Peoria\ Ill.; whiteo imported from the south to work in ALCOA

10



plants in Connecticut rather than hiring unemployed blacks living nearby;

only whltes hired as Red Cross social workers in Chicago; advertisements

for guards at an Oaklapd plant restrict.ed applicants to whites; only

whites accepted as officers on Liberty ships; and black beer truck

drivers fired in New Orleans for not belonging to a union that refused

them membeNhip.
23

There also were letters from readers describing specific acts of

discrimination. A typical Leger was the following from an unidentified

writer in
4
Henderson, Texas:

We have a branch of the United States Employment Agency. White
people sign up and get good jobs, but when Negroes sign up they are
forced to ttle a job in a private family for as low an $2 a week,
and when they don't take it they are told that they will never got
another job and they force us to take it. 24

Such letters did not appear often, hut the few that were used did not

include ono of the common themen.found in letters in the Chiclgo Defender

(hiring the great migration of the 1910s and 1920s: Come north because of

the wonderful job opportunities. Evensif the Courier did get ouch

letters, they would have been unnecessary because of the constant news

stories the paper ran on job openings, which were scattered throughout

IC

the country rather than in one section.

The Courier made one discriminatory barrier a cause celobre.

When the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor, 1 black messboy, Doric Mller,

carried 'his wounded captain to safety and then fired a machine gun at

enemy airplanes until ho ran out of ammunition. On Jan. 1, the Courier

revealed the incident and blasted the navy for limiting blacks to service

as m snboys. "Is it fair, honest.or sensible that this country, with its

fate in the balance, should continue to bar Negroes from service except

in the mess department of the Navy, when at the first sign of danger they

11
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'so dramatically show their willingnestvto face deqh in defuov of the

Stars and Stripes?" the Courier asked.25

Throughout the remainder of that winter and the spring, the cturie.e

press&lor Miller to receive the Congressionpl Medal of Honpr. That

was denied, but he did receive the Navy Cross, his service's highest

award, in May.
26

The Courier wan placated. One week after Miller

received the Cross, Schuyler 'zed in his front-page column why it took
cC:")

five months for him to'get a medal curd why he wasn't brougaZ back to
N,
America, like some of the white heroes ot Pearl,Harbor, to boost morale

and help War Bond sales. "But no, the spirit of jim crow still rules in'

_r

high places," said Schuyler. "It must be comforting to Hitler, Mucmolini

and the Japanese.
u27

in late Juty, the Courier 'EitiF1 was seeking the

return of Miller with antagonistic words: "The Navy finds Doric Miller

too important waiting table in the Pacific to return him so that his

people might see him."28 The paper finally got its wish when Miller

returned hom on leave in December. 29 .

Such sarcasm became increasingly vitriolic an the year progressed

and the Courier realized that' even the war emergency would not hring a6

quick end to most discrimination agatnnt black workers. Iting terms

that were tn vogue because of the war, the paper desexibed 'oppopc;ots

0.;

of black progress as "quislings," "Axis agents," and,"laboteurs" and

accused them of treason. 10
.0ne of the most sarcastW pieces ran ln

4
late February:

.

DEAR WHITF. FOLKS:

We colored folks wish to extvnd our gratit4de to you, the most
liberal race on earth. . . .

We are a race that is avid to learn, and we quickly mastered the
machinery of a locomotive an well as the machinery of statesmanship.
Byt, white folks, you felt politics to be rather strenuous mentally,

1 2
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sa you, OusTOd Us colored folks otkof oifice, and a 1;tomotive is hot,
-nasty work, so you turned that field of 1-aber over to your own men. . .

-tn our separate schools,\we do not have the intricate Machinery
yOur boys_lborn to hand16, for it is treacherousi, and we might fnjure*
0nr lovely brown fingers or weaken our laughing brown eyes. . . . And
so-, When WAR comes, we do not know' how to man the -tanks, thei.airplanes,

hemachine guns. . ond the enemy swoops upon un and you, Aotlove
the colored fdlks ap..c,learl)i, go out to battle 4nd fight for,us.

While we stay in the comparative safety of mess quarters on the
ship, you are up out deck dodging bulletn from the enemy; while we are
in the comparative safety (of) our own army vamps, you are In the
'front lines dodging enemy tanks, or in the air eluding the boMbs that
rocket from his planes; and while'we are safe at home during a-
blackout, -you are the turret, scanning the skies for danger.

41.

Yes,, white folks,you are generous and we colored folks are
grateful.*.31

The paper singled Out two Southern governors, Ceorgia's'Eugene

Talmadge and&Alabama's Fra Dixon, for vicious editorial attacks. In

March, TslMaAge criticized Atlanta's black teachers, who filed a suit
7

to be paid the same_salaries an white teachers. He said they did not
p.

deserve equal pay because they did not pay as much inceme tax As white

teachers (he failed to mention that the whites' higher salaries were the

reason for them paying more tax) and their cost qf living wan not as

high as that of whites. The Courter said'such statements "will doubtless

be applauded" in Berlin, Rome and Toyko. A Week later, Talmadge lashed

out at the possibility of-blacks being paid the same an whites- at a Bell

Bomber plant being built.in Mayietta, Ga. He claimed it would be a

mistake to pay blacks equally because.of "their low st.andara of living

and their low average of intelligence." "This is a white man's war

against the yellow man . . . and this war can be won without the Negroes'

help," said Talmadge. "The Negro has never done anything to helAdevelop

America so why should he be given a chance to enjoy.the fruits like the

white man or,be given an even break?" The Courier was outraged and
.4

1 3
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labeled him the "Fuehrer."32 Dixon angereethe paper in August by

refuping a government defense contract fr 1 3/4. million yatbda of cloth .)

beeau46 it would have required nen-discrimination in Alabama's mills.

Dixon, claiming that segregation was 'necessary in the South, concluded;

"I will not permit- the employes of the.staCe te be placed in tho positiOn

where they must abandon the principles of segregation or lose their jobs."

.Schuyler retorted, II Hitler will heil Gauleiter Dixon."
33

There was a stibtle shift in the criticism as the year progressed.

The timount never decreased but the target changed. In the first paft of

1942, much'of the criticism was directed at the federal government apd

the military', but state and municipal goVernments, along with private

businesses, took the brunt of the criticism in the last half of the year.

Another shift was a patriotic tone which crept into the Courier_
in the spring and continued for the remainder of the year, becoMing

increasingly obvious. It appeared on April 11 with a photograph showing

bindle ex-janitor doing "a dance of joy" after being told he had passed .

his physical exam and had been accepted into the army: 'He's ready Uncle

Sam," the paper announced in words that would be repeated numerous times

with slight variations.
34

The same theme was present on May 23 when the

Courier ran a full page, with nine p/gtures on-black industrial workers:
. . _ . _

These black men (in the defense plants) realize that they have as
much, or more, at stake thah any other group of people. They know
that democracy must survive.4 They know that democracy is their only
llope4 And, because they are conscious of ther things, they have
rolled up their sleeves and are enthusiastically helping in the
development of America's might. "America first, last and always!"
is their song as they work En the arsenals of democracy. .35

Aldng with the shift in the target of critiism and the increasing

patriotic tone, the Courier noted more and more black accomplishments an
1

the months passed. Seldom were these accomplishments nationally

14
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-

important--such as whedlithe Navy announced it wOuld begin accepting blacks

for other positions besides messboys on June 1--but the sum total was

\overwhelming evidence that blacks were on the move upward.

The following indicate -the variety of accomplishments mentioned

by the Courier: Hugh Mulzac named the first black captain of a.Liberty

ship; an LSI-year-old black'Woman selected "Youth Worker Most Valuable

for War-Production" in,the Des Moines area, which made her eligible to

, compete for the state title; a mixed black-white crew at Urnegie-Illinois

Stdel Corp. .in,Rankin, Pa., set a company ricotd for the amount of pig.

iron turned. out in a month; George Washington Carver announcgd that

peanut hulls, previous believed to be useless, could be used as a

fertilizer substitute for peat moss; black electricians at Tuskegee

Air Base worked more than 1 million hours without an accident; a

black-owned aircraft 'company produced the Wayne Glider, which experts

callede best training glider in the United States; and black women

hired as section hands for the first time on the Pennsylvania Railroad. 36

e

AccompanyinE'the stories on accomplishments were numerous statements

by the Couriier which emphasized that blacks were excellen.t workers. For

example, one article talked about blacks making "crack" soldiers; another

noted that black Army officers were "competent leaders;" and the story

about the Tuskegee electricians said that "Uncle Sam has a great army

"37of Yankee Doodle Tan helpers.

Such praise particularly became pronounced in stories about black

women workefS. In the first half of 1942, little was written about them

and almost all'of it appeared on the women's pages. 38
But in the latter

part of the year, with brack women enrolling in defense training programs;

getting industrial jobs'and joining the Women's Auxiliary Army Corps (WAAC),

1 5
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there was a noticeable increase in the number of articles, and they

appeared throughout the paper.

The praise was much the same as would appear more than 30 years

later in newspaper and magazine articles when white,women began pressing

for an Equal Rights Amendment. An atlticle about the WAACs arriving at

Ft. Huachuca noted that "you can't call them the weaker sex. . . . They

are showing how well they can do their jobs, as SOLDIERS AND NOT AS

WOMEN.
"39

Industrial workers received the same praise:

Women, no longer the weaker sex, have abandoned frills and
furbelows for the more practical work uniforms, slacks and coveralls.
Manicures are no longer important and necessary. There's a job to

. be done, and it's the women who are getting in behind the wheels of
industry and giving tfiem a big push.

No longer is the old saying, "Men must fight and women must weep,"
to be considered accurate and true. Our women are going to work,
and they're doing hard work and proud of it. 40 ,

The Courier's new attitude in the second half of the year was best summed

up when a black Woman\laas promoted by Western Union in August from a

clerk's position to manager Of a branch office. The paper said she "has

proven that women executives can do the job as well as men.
"41

Unions, and the black workers joining unions, also received
1

considerable attention from the Courier. The paper continually echoed

a theme which was first staCed by columnist Horace Cayton dn Jan. 31:

"The only way the Negro is going to get a break from the entire organized

labor movement is to get into every union that he can and fight within

that union for full equalAty. "42
Thus, the paper was elated in May when

the black United T7ktsport Service Employees of America (mote commonly

known as the Red Caps) voted unanimously to affiliate with the CIO.
43

During the rest of the year, the Courier ran numerous stories about

Willard S. Townsend, president of the Red Caps, and accorded him equal

16



prominence with A. Philip Randolph, president of the AFL's Brotherhood of

Sleeping Car Porters. For example, both men wrote articles pn thc meaning

of Labor Day and the paper used each story across eight columns on facing

pages in large, bold face type.
44.

There was no question that the Courier favored the CIO. Not only

did moot Of the unfavorable union otories deal with the AFL, 45
but when

the paper conducted a poll in November on which union organization

offered leas to blacks, 72.6 petconE of the respondents said the AFL.

Ar"Tht 10'has consistently welcomed the Negro into moat of its locals and

ono finda him.4integrated actively into the affairs of th.at organization,"

said the Couri-- 0.er."Appreciaon and approval for this.trend wao expressed..........

more and more as the poll progreseed. .4 .6 A month later, in another poll,

the paper asked if labor caused more war problems for the nation than,

industry and big business and 55.1 percent chose labor. "The AFL

received the lion's share of the criticinm,",noted th.6 Courier, not only

because of diocrimination by its local unions at:the Kaiser Shipyards in

Portland, Ore., but because the AFL recently had voted dlin a resolution

to create a committee to fight discrimination.
47

The CIO, however, had

formed- such a c4mittoo in August and had naMed Townsend as ono of its

members.
48 '

In contrast to the amount t4ritten about unions and union members,
-4

few articlea appeared on black agricultural workers. The atorieo

generally fell into one of three categories: some noted how the rarm

Security Administration woo helping farmero; 49 othera offerel IaLv.ce

("When people at Milestdn Farms do get sick, they go to the doctor right

away. They know they won't pe laid up no long if their ailments are

doctored before they get real bad.");
50

and a few praised individual
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farmers for forming co-ops or increasing harvest yields.
51

Bolden wrote

one other type of article in May--he encouraged blacks to reverse a

national trend by retbrning to farM labor-(between 1940 and 1944, the

percentage of black workers in agriculture declined from 35.1 percent

to 23 percent):
52

Here is the opportunity for a large percentage of the colored
population of this country to render yoeman service. . . . Now is
the time to put away the tuxedo and cocktail glass for overalls,
plow and trowel. Our future is before us and our . . . talents
and opportunities should be exploited to the utmost. .

With the Government eliminating the unfair sharecropper
practices . . ...we have every opportunity to make our stake in life.
. . . We are in a position to take advantage of a situation that
offers us our best opportunity. . . . We should take advantage of it
because it is just like manna from heaven. So, let's . . . give the
plow a whirl and build a future for ourselves and our country. 53

Bolden never heeded his own words, hof4ever. He remained at the

Courier and V.Yas a war correspondent within six months.

* * * * *

My study shows that the overall articles in the paper about black

workers coincided in one way with the Courier's Double V campaign, which

basically emphasized non-discrimination toward workers. In all ofthe

worker-related articles, as in the Double V storiegl, the crrticism of the

federal government occurred primarily in the first half of 1942 and then

tapered Off dramatically. While Bolden's explanation of "good faith

intentions" by the government is plausible when asking solely why the

Double V virtually ended in 1942, it appears simplistic to believe that

it was the only reason for all of the various tlends in worker-related

articles in the Courier throughout the year. Therefore, it is necessary

to look at other explanations.

When the United States entered World War II, government officials
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began stressing the need of a united home front to ensure victory, and

the Courier felt whites could no longer ignore the issue of employment

discrimination. After all, since blacks made up about 10 percent of

the country's population in 1942, it appeared that they might be the

key between victory and defeat. Therefore, the Courier, which never

passed up a rare opportunity.when blacks had an advantage, attacked

worker discrimination vigorously, particularly in the federal government,

because it realized that was where the quickest and most sweeping gains

might be made. But improvements for black workers evolved slowly and

the Courier became bitter in disbelief and turned to sarcasm. The

bitterness was never more evident that in May when Scott wrote: "It is

all too apparent that there aeems to exist an unspoken, but nevertheless

crystallized, feeling on the part of many that they would rather lose

this conflict than work with men of darker hue.u54 However, still willing

to take any small gains it could claw out of white America, the Courier

continued to encourage blacks to join unions, run nUmerous articles on

jot) openings and tell blacks how to act and dress if they got a job.

The Courier's criticism of the eederal government was viewed as

possibly seditious by the Federal Bureau of Investigation's zealous

dire,ctor, J. Edgar Hoover, who had distrusted the black press for over 20,

years.
55

He initiated a large-soale investigation of black newspapers,

including the Courier,
56

an Bolden recalls that the inveatigation was.not

a secret. He said the agents came to the paper in 1942 and everyone

considered them "scared white men, Hoover's flunkies." "They'd tell us

to shut our mouths, you're hurting the war effort, and we'd juat laugh

at them," he said. 57
Bolden and the others may have laughed, but

there was no question that the Courier was concerned about being taken

19



to court and suppressed in the first half of 1942. A typical editorial

appeared in the Courier in May:

A "Sixth Columnist" is supposed to be one who says or write
anything that agrees with what Axis propaganda has said or which
may cause disunity, with goVernment officials deciding the question
to their satisfaction.

Of course this sort of thing can lead to the complete suppression
of all critical comment since it permits of only one point of view. 58

Those most apprehensive about the FBI's investigation almost

certainly were the black newspaper publishers, a generally conservative

group that would lose the most financially if the papers were suppressed.

They realized that an outspoken press was advantageous, and desired, by

blacks, but they also knew that there were limits to what the government

would allow in wartime. Therefore, black publishers, including the

Courier's, sought a compromise position from which they could continue

to fight discrimination while allaying government fears about sedition.

There undoubtedly were other factors in the Courier's shift in

tone in 1942. One of them was the country's war fortunes, which

improved dramatically during the year as the U.S. went onto the offensive

militarily. This began with important naval victories in the Coral Sea

and at Midway in May and June reopectivelv,,continued with the landing

at Guadacanal in August and concluded that year with the Allied invasion

of North Africa in November.' No black publisher would have wanted to

be known as not supporting the winning side.

In addition, blacks unquestionably were impressed with the

determination of the Fair Employment Practice Committee (FEPC) to break

down discrimination. The victories were small in 1942, but the fact

that the government was trying waG noted in innumerable Courier articles,

such as one which had the headline: "FEPC Chalks Up Brilliant Record

20
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During Year." The writer noted that the committee had cited 30 compadies

in its first year of operati7m and predicted'that "Executive Order 8802

(which established the FEPC) may in time . . . be classed along side the

Emancipation Proclamation.09 Although that was an exaggeration, the

FEPC still was an outstanding example of the government's "good faith

intentions," whip Bolden mentioned.

Therefore, probably for i combination Of reasons, the Courier

witched the target of its criticism tn the latter part of 1942 from

the federal government and military to state and municipal governments

60
and private businesses. Lil

e
ts allowed the paper to keep readers happy,

since the number of worker-related articles did not decline, while

appeasing anxious government officials. At the same time, and also as

an act of appeasement, A patriotic tone crept into th( paper wtth

numerous assurances that blacks were ready to fight for Uncle Sam.

The now tone also served another purpose--it was an.attempt to

improve black morale. EveryOne agreed it was bad in 1942, and the

government's Office of Facts and Figures became no concerned that it

called ai special meeting of black editors in Washington, D.C., in March

to discuss the problem. "It is amusing to see these people (government

officials) so panicky over a situation which they have caused and which

governmental policies, maintain," said the Courier. "If the Washington

gentry are,:eowt to see Negro morale take an upt.urn, they have only to

abolish Jim crowism and lower the color bar In every field and phase of

American life."
61

The paper never retreated from its belief that the

government, and not the press, wan to blame for bad black morale.

However, the Courier waS concerned and Pinkly points out that it

continually attempted to irrove mOrale.
62

An obvious example were the

21
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numerous stories about black accomplishments, which proved that some

workers were Succeeding despite discriminatory barriers.

Two other trends in the Courier in 1942what was written abou

black women and black agricultural workersare worth noting. The

prominence dhat black women workers assumed in the paper as the year

progressed was not surprising. From the paper'.s earliest days,
a

publisher Robert L. Vann established a tradition of changing positions

quickly to seize new opportunities. He died in 1940, but his wife

took over the paper and continued to operate it in the same manner.
61

Obviously, the Courier felt that placing greater emphasis on wqmen workers

would sell more newspapers, and its circulation rose impressively in

1942. It's unlikely, however, that the new emphasis on women workers

wan based solely on circulation. Even a cursory reading of the paper

indicates that it eagerly played up any black gains in 1942, no matter

how small, and it would have been quite willing to bury the myth of

male dominance, at least temporarily, if this furthered the black

caooe.

As for black agricultural workers, the Courier probably Ugnored

thm simply because it felt the future of blacks was not in agriculture

but in induntry. Furthermore, these type of storios would have boosted

circulation very little. This latter reason cannot he overstatedthe

Courier wao the country's dominant black newspaper in 1942 but it

continually nought to ride t4h.6' circulation surge to even greater

prominence.

Overall, the Courier's coverage of black workers in 1942 was

designed quite simply to help blacks advance by using whatever

journalistic means workedpraise, criticism and sarcasm, or fatherly



advice. There wan no question that the,paper viewed 1942 an a pivotal

point for'black workers. Bibb said it beat in October: "When the war

ends the colored American will be better off financially, spiritually

and economically War may be hell for some, but it bids fair to open

up the portals of heaven for us.
u64
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